
Stan Brakhage Dialogue with Bruce Jenkins, 1999 

 

 

Stan Brakhage:  

Thank you. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

Well, let me first welcome Stan Brakhage here. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Maybe they were all applauding for you. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

No. This series began about nine years ago, and I think we're perhaps eight and a half years a little late in bringing                       

you for a retrospective in an evening like this. I'm enormously grateful you've taken time to be with us and share your                      

work, and share your experiences. I want to start by talking a little bit about how you came to film, what your early                       

experiences were with the cinema. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Well first of all, as I told you this afternoon, but it's a good story worth repeating. I lived in Bisbee, Arizona for a while.                         

During that period there was a man who owned the local theater, or his father-in-law owned it actually. He was stuck                     

with being the only movie theater in town. He was a painter himself, and this was a hard job for him. To keep from                        

being bored to death, he made a thing called The March of Times of Bisbee. Those that don't know The March of                      

Times, it's parodied at the beginning of Citizen Kane, and was a weekly magazine that Life and Time magazine put                    

out in the movie houses in those days. He would photograph events in town, like the mayor laying the cornerstone for                     

a new building or whatever, but also he went around and photographed people in their private lives. 

Stan Brakhage:  

During which he got pictures of me singing in my backyard at about four years old, playing games and singing. Then                     

he made arrangements for me to go down to be recorded by the nuns who had a little recording studio. I                     

remembered none of this, but I sang my songs and they recorded me, and then he put that with the images he'd                      

taken, and gave my parents three tickets and telling them to please bring me. What happened was that I went to the                      

movies, and somewhere between the Our Gang comedies and the cartoons, suddenly there I was singing and                 

playing in my backyard. Now what's really crucial about this is, this was a privacy. This is where as a child I assumed                       

this is my private world, and suddenly there it is on the screen. It no doubt affected at least the kind of films that I                         

made for many years. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Then the other thing that was important in this respect of my relation to the movies is my parents divorced, separated                     

for many years and eventually divorced. During that period, my mother found that she couldn't afford babysitters. The                  

cheap babysitter that she could afford was the movies. I would be given money, which would be like, for me to go to                       

the movies in those days was like a quarter for a double bill. I would be given 75 cents and some money, another                       

quarter for maybe a hotdog and a Coke in the midst of all of it, and I'd go to three double features while she held her                          
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job. The movies became my home away from home. They became a more solid home than my home was obviously,                    

they could be counted on to be there. They were in a way my relatives, my mama and papa. 

Stan Brakhage:  

That I think is more pervasive as it went on and off for a number of years, a more pertinent reason for why I'm doing                         

what I’m doing. My first film I felt myself that I was a poet since I was about nine years old, and that's what I really felt                           

myself to be. When I made my first film at 18, right after a nervous breakdown at Dartmouth. This is beginning to                      

sound like a Peyton Place or something isn't it? Right after my nervous breakdown at Dartmouth, I went back to                    

Denver and I made a film that was thinking of myself as a poet, making a film like John Cocteau made films. Then I                        

learned gradually and painfully that I was not a poet, but happily that I was a filmmaker, which seemed quite odd                     

because I had poor eyesight. Later I realized that very often someone either is totally defeated or triumphs right in the                     

center of a great weakness like that. 

Stan Brakhage:  

I had to fight for my eyesight. This pitched me in the direction of doing films having to do with vision, more than I                        

might otherwise. Let me just add as a footnote to kick with, the man who originally started me on this career became                      

a very famous painter, Southwestern painter. Eventually he got into the newspapers because he had a fit when he                   

discovered that his children could not inherit his paintings. They'd been valued at a certain thing by the IRS, and they                     

were going to have to mortgage everything they own to inherit the paintings. He made a huge bonfire, and as a                     

protest against the IRS he burned about 90% of his painting in a great public display. I'm sorry that I didn't get to                       

know him, he sounds like an unusually interesting and vibrant person but we never met. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

What was his name? 

Stan Brakhage:  

I cannot remember his name I'm sorry to say, and he doesn't remember mine, but anyway. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

You mentioned John Cocteau. Was there any kind of independent film scene going on in the early 50s that you knew                     

about? 

Stan Brakhage:  

Yes, but I didn't know about most of it. I didn't know it. I was raised being in Denver and there wasn't much of                        

anything in Denver, still isn't. I had a vibrant group of young people that I was involved with, and we would send away                       

for things, and get in touch in that sense. We heard of Kenneth Anger’s Fireworks, so I brought that to Denver to                      

show to some people. We put all our money together and brought Fireworks and showed it in somebody's home.                   

That really was tremendous to me because unlike other films that I'd seen that gave me a sense of film as a possible                       

art would be Rossellini and De Sica. Wells only later did I recognize because nobody could see much of Wells. I think                      

when I saw Macbeth came to Denver, I said, “My God, how wonderful.” Everyone else said, “How terrible and how                    

stupid.” I and my friends were delighted with his Macbeth, that it was more important to us than Olivier's Hamlet say. 

Bruce Jenkins:  
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Kenneth Anger had a huge impact on the small group of friends. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Yeah. Then we heard about Maya Deren, we heard of other people. Kenneth Anger was someone who had no                   

budget obviously, who made films in his home about what was pertinent to his life. A very powerful film as well, of                      

course, and terrifying film really. He's the one that gave me a sense of being an independent lyric poet. Cocteau                    

however, was very important also. As I say, when I made my first film, I thought of myself as making it like Cocteau, a                        

poet making a film. But really Kenneth Anger. Then later of course the others, Maya Deren and Willard Moss and the                     

others gradually that I came to see. You couldn't see their works again, it was a time like now. It was very difficult to                        

see independent film, and you had to travel. I can remember my principle reason for traveling from say Denver to Los                     

Angeles was to see some of these films that were advertised in the Coronet Theatre or whatever. Then I went to                     

work at the Coronet Theatre as janitor, as lecturer, as ticket taker. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

You call those the good old days. 

Stan Brakhage:  

All around handyman. Then I got to see all of the Rohauer collection. I mean gradually, slowly. Though to see it, you                      

would have to… Rohauer had this theatre that was like he was the projectionist. He also had the theatre wired with                     

the pickup microphones, and he had infrared and spy glasses so he could spy on his audience. He was the arch type                      

projectionist. He'd sit up there, I don't know, what a strange guy. He had books that showed all the horrible things that                      

had been done to bodies in gruesome murders. He would sit looking at those and then he'd spy on his Los Angeles                      

audience. Meanwhile, he's projecting these films, some of which you couldn't see anywhere else in the nation except                  

at his theatre like Citizen Kane. 

Stan Brakhage:  

He didn't dare show that publicly at this point. But afterwards he'd say, “You want to see Citizen Kane?” You have to                      

pant heavily and say, “Raymond could I see it?” Be very excited and run around, and pee your pants and what all.                      

Then he'd say, “Well, we'll see if I'm in the mood.” Then he'd go up to his booth and then he'd put on Citizen Kane.                         

But in order to see it all the way through, I'd have to say things like, “Oh Raymond, Oh God, I can hardly stand it.”                         

Meanwhile, the brain is separating totally from the show I'm putting on for him to keep him going. Because I mean if                      

he's not excited, he's going to turn it off. Meanwhile, there's a part of my mind just wants to see the film and not have                         

it all mixed up with this. I was lucky. That's a piece of great luck because he showed me things that still aren't                       

available for people to see. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

He was the foremost distributor. He's the one that by legend went to Buster Keaton's house and found that Keaton                    

kept prints of all the films in his garage, and convinced Keaton to allow him to distribute. He actually had at one time,                       

probably the largest distribution system in North America for classic Hollywood and art film. 

Stan Brakhage:  

He got a lot of this because he went to the people who had the rights, and he was the only one that was interested in                          

the films. He really was. For instance, he went to the widow of Dixon, who wrote the book upon which Intolerance is                      
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based and got the rights to Intolerance to the fury of the Museum of Modern Art and people everywhere else, and he                      

immediately began to charge for their usages of them. He went in and photographed the Eastman House in                  

Rochester, had put Watson's Fall of the House of Usher and Lot in Sodom right next to the radiator. He just took a                       

photograph of it, and took it and showed it to Watson and got the rights to these films, and similar things like that. He                        

ended with this fantastic collection. 

Stan Brakhage:  

My one of the great moments of the Coronet Theatre is I go in to see someone whose work I had never seen, and it's                         

hard I know for people to imagine it, but I'd never seen any Buster Keaton. I go and sit down and they're showing,                       

Raymond is showing Steamboat Bill, Jr. to the audience and most people there hadn't seen it, if at all for years and                      

years. Everyone is roaring with laughter and really, literally some people just falling out of their seats. I am too,                    

except sitting in front of me is this man who isn't moving at all. His shoulders aren't jerking, he's not laughing, he's not                       

amused. Then toward the end of the film, he got up to and stepped out and it was Buster Keaton. Then I got many                        

long talks with Buster Keaton. 

Stan Brakhage:  

There's another piece of fantastic luck. That I should be the janitor when Rohauer is getting these films, the rights to                     

them and getting them transferred out of Nitrate in the safety film, which he did because MGM wanted to do the                     

Buster Keaton story. One of the lousiest films in the whole history of Hollywood, Donald O'Connor trying to play                   

Buster Keaton. I was there at these meetings just tagging along with Raymond and Keaton. They'd have these                  

conferences and Keaton was like what do you call it? He was like reference. What do I mean here? He was the                      

authority on himself. 

Stan Brakhage:  

O'Connor is sitting there and saying, “Well, in that film The College, how did you do that trick where you turned                     

somersault and kept the coffee intact, didn't spill the coffee?” Keaton, who at this point is God he was in his 70s. He                       

said, “Kid, I can't do it like I did it then.” He said, “But I'll show you a trick a way you could probably do it.” Then he did                             

right in front of us this somersault, and he slipped this thing onto a table and picked it up so quickly you could hardly                        

see. You could have cut three frames out of the movie and you'd never see that it hit the table at all and did this                         

somersault like that, and ended up with the thing intact and everyone just sat. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

I'm going to steer us back because I- 

Stan Brakhage:  

Sorry. Down the Hollywood lane. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

I fear that the cinema about Stan Brakhage may not be dealt with tonight. We'll return just to talking about the kind of                       

scale of production, talk about seeing Fireworks, the Kenneth Anger. I wonder if we could look at one of your early                     

films, not the first film, but Reflections on Black clearly comes from that moment of very modest budgets. 

Stan Brakhage:  
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Should I tell you how modest? 

Bruce Jenkins:  

Why don't you tell us how modest? 

Stan Brakhage:  

I had no money, I'm living on the Lower East Side in a burned out building. One half is burned out from the ceiling to                         

the roof. The other half is charred. I and Jim Tenney, who had done the music on my first film, and who's now                       

studying with Varése in New York and trying to go to Juilliard, are given this apartment by Augie the grocer on the                      

corner who owns this building, who gave us this apartment in order that we keep the bums out. There we are, and I                       

have no way to make a film. He's studying at Juilliard and he has to practice the piano. We have this piano we got                        

into this wreck of a building. He's sitting there with gloves on trying to practice the piano because it was so damn                      

cold. Most of the day we're in bed covered with blankets and reading or trying to. 

Stan Brakhage:  

At night, we're going across the street at the gangster bar to get the stew just before they throw it out. That's how                       

we're living. I had this determination that I ought to be able somehow to make a film at this time and I had my                        

equipment. Round the corner lived some young women who wanted to be actresses and were trying to break into                   

theatre, and who knew also a dancer who later became pretty well known, pretty famous New York independent                  

dancer. Just a beautiful person, very acne faced, but very terrific, tremendous personality and beautiful dancing                

ability. We had the temerity to ask all these people if they would each put in 10 bucks a piece to be in a movie, and                          

they did. 70 bucks could buy you a lot of black and white film in those days. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

It was like a limited partnership. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Right. Big problems though when we first strung the lights out on the street to do the night screen, suddenly in the                      

middle of it, Rita comes running over and she says, “Get these things off the street.” She starts picking up lights. I                      

said, “What are you doing? We're shooting.” She says, “Get everything off the street.” She says, “There's a couple of                    

gangsters over in the bar that are really annoyed that the street's all lit up like this because the committee had picked                      

up a lot of people photographing gangsters coming in and out of this bar. They're getting drunk and they're going to                     

come out and who knows what?” Then we moved indoors. That gives you some sense of the ways in which these                     

were made, took me years to be able to make, put the soundtrack on and other things. Everything was done a few                      

dollars at a time. This one was literally floated by them putting in money to be in a film. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

Let's take a look. This is Reflections on Black from 1955. 

Stan Brakhage:  

There's a lot of hilarity when you talk about things in the past, and why not? We laugh I think when we're beyond                       

screaming in a way. But also it has to be said that during this period of time, I and almost everyone I knew in the arts                          

did not expect to live very long, and didn't really particularly want to live very long. There was a period when I was                       
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making this film, I stepped out into the street without looking to the right or left, because whatever ran over me                     

couldn't essentially make me worse than what I was living through. The despair was absolutely awful. You may have                   

to remember this was also the McCarthy era. The hatred, the real hatred against the arts was never more manifest. If                     

you were an artist, it meant they managed to malign Marx and homosexuals at the same time. They call you a fairy                      

and a communist, without any sense of what either of those might be. 

Stan Brakhage:  

We had hung on clear through Nixon because at some point he had said when they were asking his daughter                    

Patricia to host a art party, and he said, “Don't let her get mixed up in the arts or something, they're all communists                       

and Jews.” This is on the Nixon tapes. This came as a great surprise to a lot of people. I remember there were a lot                         

of middle class Jewish people that I knew were really shocked that they were associated with communists and artists.                   

I say, “I don't know why you're shocked I've had this my whole life.” No one of my generation would ever dream of                       

signing into a motel under occupation artist. That could get you killed in certain parts of the country. I mean seriously,                     

and we know that still goes on. There are places where they'll drag you to death behind a car, like Custer, South                      

Dakota for example, where I literally got run out of town for showing films. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

I'm curious- 

Stan Brakhage:  

Threatened with death, either get out or die. 

 

Bruce Jenkins:  

When did you first show this film when you finished it? 

Stan Brakhage:  

The very first showing was at Anaïs Nin's and Ian Hugo's apartment at a meeting of the New York independent                    

filmmakers. It was a lovely show. There was deep appreciation and so on. Then the first public show probably I know                     

where the first public show was, it was the Becks. I couldn't pay my gas bill even on this slum building, couldn't pay                       

the gas bill. The Becks agreed to give me a showing of films for people to contribute to pay my gas bill. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

This is The Living Theater Becks? 

Stan Brakhage:  

Living Theater Becks yeah. That was very lovely, and they showed all the films I'd made up to that time, which ended                      

on this one, which was the most recent one. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

What was the impulse in- 

Stan Brakhage:  

Judith and Julian Beck I should say for those who don't know. 
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Bruce Jenkins:  

What was the impulse in scratching on the filming to actually working on the surface of the film? 

Stan Brakhage:  

His body movement was so beautiful, it's Don Redlich, so beautiful and so incredible. When he looked up, he didn't                    

have the eyes to spark a furtherance of this drama. He wasn't an actor. I was just desperate. There I'd shot the                      

footage, I didn't have any more footage. I'd used up everybody's $10 contribution. There I am and what to do? I had                      

for some years been scratching titles onto film, and I liked that very much because it meant that when people                    

watched a film, they were immediately involved in the exact rhythm of the projector that was then running that film.                    

Also, they were involved with something of the materials of what film are, and also they were involved with the light. A                      

vibrancy of light that something's changing every frame. If you're quick enough, you can actually feel that and even                   

see it at times that it's changing constantly. Suddenly I thought, why not the eyes? I started scratching the eyes. 

Stan Brakhage:  

I've never invented anything like look ma no hands. It doesn't interest me at all. I always tried. Again, most of the                      

artists that I've known, whenever they're… I mean, you are essentially conservative people. They may vote                

Democrats or liberal or whatever, or even communists, but they're basically conservative people. They want to                

conserve things. They're involved in tradition in the whole history of the tree of art for one thing. There's never any                     

experimentation, there's never any invention. I'd never felt like I was out in front of all the other soldiers, the                    

avant-garde is to me an utterly misleading French term that has nothing to do with me or my life. I've never been an                       

underground man, I’m not Jean Valjean working his way through the sewers, I'm a living room man. All these terms                    

have been very misleading and not at all useful to me. In fact, very damaging to a comprehension of what I've been                      

meaning to be doing. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

The context where you make the work is kind of, I want to move in this direction. I know you once described or artists                        

of your generation grew up in the Heartland talking about Kansas, that Oz was San Francisco, and clearly New York                    

was a mecca for poets and painters. What made you reject New York and San Francisco, and end up living for many                      

years after this in essentially a ghost town in the Rockies an hour outside of Boulder? 

Stan Brakhage:  

I don't know. That's very puzzling to me in a way, except that I know that my nerves can't withstand the city. I have no                         

way to retract the nerve endings sufficiently to survive in a city. Because otherwise I should certainly be living in                    

either New York or San Francisco. To me, New York was the Emerald City. I also loved San Francisco as long as I                       

could survive there. But I had a lot of luck in surviving there in Frisco that is. That very quickly in fact I went there to                          

study camera at school, because I'd had so many fights with my cameraman on the first film I made Interim that I                      

said, “Well I've got to learn how to run the camera myself.” I went to school. It was the School of the Art Institute. 

Stan Brakhage:  

I had heard about them as being a great art school, but the semester before I went there, all the artists had a big fit                         

and renounced the school and left. This is like Clyfford Still, Diebenkorn. Practically a rostrum of the West Coast                   

artists, had all walked out with the exception of Minor White who did stay. I took a class with him. That was wonderful                       
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because I felt it was beginning to hurt me and I went out said, “I have to go out to coffee with you, and I so much                           

respect your work and your teaching, but somehow it's damaging me to go to your class. Because stills to me are not                      

film, and there's something so against the grain.” He was very intrigued by that. 

Stan Brakhage:  

He was a very open, sweet, wonderful man. We sat until late into the morning with coffee in one of these all night                       

diners of Frisco with the fog horns in the background, and toggle around us. He's getting fascinated with this idea that                     

maybe this is totally wrong to have students go first to still photography and then go to film, that in fact you're                      

damaging them. Finally, across a lifetime of correspondence he and I agreed sufficient for ourselves that our                 

experience was that these are the most opposite arts you could find. It's ironic that they share much of the same                     

equipment, but they're not at all the same. I had that luck to meet him, to encounter him there. Alas Sidney Peterson                      

had fled with this group of all the other artists and gone. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

Did he give you his anamorphic lenses? 

Stan Brakhage:  

Not then. That was years later. That was in LA actually. At this period what I did meet with, remember I was still                       

thinking of myself as a poet making films. I met up with Mildred Brock, and she took the same class with me. We liked                        

each other right off. We finally ran off with the school camera, and started putting film in it. Taught ourselves more or                      

less how to run the camera. She told me at some point, she said, I guess it was I who introduced us, I said, “When I                          

was in high school I read this great play called Phaedra by Rexroth and I hear he's in town here.” She said, “Yes, did                        

you like that play?” I said, “Yes.” She said, “Do you remember who it was dedicated to?” I said, “No.” She said, “It's                       

dedicated to me. I am Phaedra.” 

Stan Brakhage:  

She said, “If you'd like to meet Kenneth,” she said, “I'll write you a little note.” So she did. He was my first poet. He                         

was about six foot three as I remember him, wild red hair, the thyroid eyes of the poet, big round orbs going off in                        

different directions, briskly all over. As I walked up, there was somebody fixing the car in front of his place and he'd                      

come out and he said, he talked very much like this he said, “Uh,” he says, “He's working on that car there, and when                        

he's through, he says we're going to get it out on the road and go about 60 70 miles an hour, and red and green and                          

blue balls and falling water and shooting stars are going to come out of it.” You could have knocked me over with a                       

feather. I'd never heard anybody talk like this in my life. It was so beautiful. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Then he invited me in and he had regular soirees. Then I met Patchen, Kenneth Patchen. Again, that was amazing                    

because I'd read Patchen's work when I was in high school, and he had all these poems to Miriam. Miriam was                     

described so beautifully that I must confess, I mean some of my early masturbations were to the image of Miriam.                    

When I went to their house, she came to the door, she was a lovely, gracious lady, but she was not at all what I had                          

pictured. She was mothering him because his back was so hurt. When you went there what you got was, he would                     

start a sentence and she would finish it. Then after an evening of several hours of this, she'd bring out some pecan                      

pie or something like that. At some point I had to decide between the two because they were at war. 
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Stan Brakhage:  

You couldn't go to both Kenneth Patchen and Kenneth Rexroth. You had to make a choice. I chose Rexroth because                    

more and more people were coming through Rexroth's. I chose it reluctantly because I care very much for Patchen's                   

work and I like them a lot. I resented in fact, that this was imposed on me, but there it was because through Rexroth                        

he introduced me to Duncan. He introduced me in a very strange way. Rexroth was very homophobic. He'd say, “All                    

the homosexuals are running naked through the streets of San Francisco.” I hadn't seen this at all, but I hadn't been                     

sure out much at night. He said, “I just want you to know,” he said, “Robert Duncan is a homosexual," he said, “ For                        

all I know you are too.” Well, I mean I could have said, “For all I know, I might be.” 

Stan Brakhage:  

I didn't know for sure what I was at this point. Anyway, he gave me this introduction to Duncan and through Duncan I                       

met Jess of course. Then I met that whole group of people, Spice, Blazer, also many other people. Through Rexroth,                    

Louis Zukofsky of all things came to town with his young son Paul who was playing as a child genius, a violinist                      

prodigy with the San Francisco symphony. We all went over to hear. A, nobody had heard from Zukofsky for years                    

and years. He'd been praised along with Bunting by Ezra Pound back in the 20s or whatever, and no one knew what                      

he'd been doing. He'd been writing the one epic poem that actually got finished. Well, I shouldn't say that. Ronald                    

Johnson's did and Gertrude Stein's did. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Those are the three of say the seven epic poems of my time that I valued that ever got finished. Here he was, Louis                        

Zukofsky, sharp as a knife, a soft spoken, reading this incredibly powerful poem and Rexroth holding court. I was so                    

lucky, all these people moving through my life. Also then Duncan and Jess, when I came back to town I had no place                       

to stay, they said, “Well, why don't you stay down in the basement room.,” which was the storage room for Jimmy                     

Broughton's stuff while he was in Europe. I had a room that had in it, now mind you again this is before these people                        

were famous. I just naturally had all these paintings around me. I came to realize in the right way how meaningful                     

they were to me. Later I came to realize also how important they were to the history of art. 

Stan Brakhage:  

I had six or seven Clifford Stills to choose from. I had Diebenkorn's, I had Park, I had Hassel Smith's. I had some of                        

the great art of San Francisco of this era, and I could choose what I want and hang it next to my bed and so on. You                           

can see those paintings in Way to Shadow Garden. That sculpture, great sculpture by Miriam Hopkins and others. In                   

exchange for my doing house cleaning and washing the dishes and so on, I moved into this basement room. I also                     

had all of Jimmy Broughton's library, which included books at that time that were banned. All the Henry Miller books                    

for instance were banned. Other books you couldn't get at all, there was a big… a lot of people don't know this. There                       

was actually book burning in this country, which burned the Oz books among other things. It considered they made                   

children irresponsible. It took them out of the libraries and burned them publicly along with the Wilhelm Reich along                   

with a lot of things. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

I'm going to take you past the San Francisco time. I want to go back to the point that you made when you talked                        

about Minor White, and how you realized that still photography, particularly black and white static work was really the                   

opposite of what you wanted to do. I want to take us to one of the key films of the next period, which is Window                         
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Water Baby Moving, and just see what in a way diametrically opposite mode you adapted. Going from this black and                    

white melodrama or psychodrama to a very different kind of color filmmaking. We have a small section of Window                   

Water Baby Moving. 

Stan Brakhage:  

All right, would you like to show that first? 

Bruce Jenkins:  

Talk a little bit about the reception for this film because this is clearly the 1950s in the US, and this is a film that is                          

about in very clear terms about giving birth. It is very explicit and very close to that process. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Well, let me say first of all, the first reception of it was that Eastman Kodak sent me a letter stating that this was                        

pornographic, and that I could sign at the bottom of this page, which would permit them to destroy it, or otherwise                     

they would within a month turn it over to the police and I would be prosecuted. Stating I think in some detail that, “You                        

run the risk of many years in jail,” if they did that. Fortunately I had a doctor's excuse. A doctor had been in                       

attendance, and he wrote them and said, “This is for medical purposes, which is the only reason it was released.” But                     

meant also that every time that it was shown publicly, I had this shadow hanging over me, and there were people that                      

went to jail and were in jail for years for showing any flesh on the screen. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

I think what's so powerful about the work is that, not only have you left behind the fiction, now this is unmediated                      

actuality, but there's such an extraordinary confluence of this being a home birth, and this being very much a                   

personal approach to responding to it through film. 

Stan Brakhage:  

First of all, it was just so I could be there, because they didn't allow men to be in attendance when their children were                        

being born these days, anywhere. Then the hospital at first agreed and then they said no, and so then the doctor                     

because he wanted this film made so badly, Dr. Rose agreed to come to the home. We had to then hire emergency                      

equipment and a special nurse. I wasn't that well to do, it cost me a lot to provide to have the baby at home safely.                         

Then the film began being used by clinics to help women get over and men also get over being afraid of childbirth.                      

Because you had two kinds of movies that were being made in these days. One were horribly graphic, usually black                    

and white, very bloody awful films, mostly showing you all the things that could go wrong. 

Stan Brakhage:  

The corollary to that in Hollywood was every time the occasion of a child being born was usually put on the boiling                      

water, and the music got very tense and somebody died, the mother or the child or the husband or somebody. It was                      

awful. Audiences were traumatized about birth. The other kind of film you had was they had certain methods like the                    

Reid method in those days. It was like having a tea party, and it's all very pleasant and everything. Very British, sort                      

of British tactics for trying to brainwash people that childbirth was just a tea party, and it is anything but that. What                      

this film did was actually give a sense without dodging the pain and the struggle of childbirth. Jane always said it                     

wasn't pain, it was just a wonderful agony. 
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Stan Brakhage:  

But anyway, people could definitely see something's going on that's not easy. Also, the wonderment of having a                  

baby, and why you would want to have a baby. Because previous to what you've seen here, there's images of Jane                     

and I kissing. There is a sense of the birth all the way through the mundane, the daily things of life. It filled the                        

necessary niche, and as I said, the most honored I've ever been is when some woman who took two days to give                      

birth naturally to a very large baby and her very narrow hips said that she'd thought of very little else but this film the                        

last two days of her labor. You can't be honored more than that. I think that is what art is for. You rarely get a                         

feedback like that because what art also does is take hundreds of years usually to really do its thing. 

Stan Brakhage:  

You rarely get any feedback where it's done so spectacularly what I think it normally is supposed to do, is help us to                       

be inspired to live and survive whatever difficulties. Do so honestly without trickery or sentimentality or anything. All                  

these values came in, again a lot of them came in through Gertrude Stein. Gertrude Stein was someone whose work                    

Robert Duncan again had led me to and given me. Gave me my first book of Gertrude Stein's. She became very                     

important. Reading her constantly and aloud, and I had come by the time making this film to be also aware of                     

dailiness. We were reading Proust at this time, the remembrance of things past and the whole process of memory.                   

This is a memory piece where things are being remembered, like being in the bathtub and being in love. Why you                     

would have a baby. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

You're playing with time, you're playing with space, there are flashbacks and flash forwards. You're also doing                 

something very different. You're taking the camera off the tripod, though what's interesting is the very first shot we                   

see looking at today said that's Westonic. It looked like a Edward Weston-like still. There's a great deal of movement,                    

and it's as if you've really changed your understanding of what filmmaking,what the image, is about. It also initiates                   

the great subject for probably the next decade, which is your family and your home. 

Stan Brakhage:  

A third of my work for many, many years was to be devoted to the family and to daily living and to the birth of, and the                           

raising of these children. Raising is not the right word, to caring for these children. They raise themselves or God                    

raises him, who knows what. But you care for them, and that is the most difficult task imaginable, and the most                     

despised. There's nothing to compare with it. With the difficulty of truly caring for daily constantly children, so that                   

they don't go berserk. Most people do go berserk so you see most parents don't do it very well actually. But God help                       

them probably most of them do the best they can. It's a really tough gig. A lot of it is showing something of that.                        

There's a lot of crying in my films and struggle and unhappiness. All the things that come into it, into the process of                       

daily living. My films don't present a sentimental or easy sense of daily living. Then that's disappointing to a lot of                     

people in some ways, because they want it as it is on TV, Leave it to Beaver or whatever. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

Well one of the great struggles that you in some ways document in the early 60s as the one that you call Dog Star                        

Man, the struggle with daily life, the struggle with nature, with the seasons. Just talk a little bit about how that image                      

came to you, because you're the eponymous protagonists both in front of the camera and behind the camera. How                   

that developed. 
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Stan Brakhage:  

Well, I think it develops out of my life has never been easy. I don't think anyone's is, but I have in a way more                         

obviously horrible childhood than most. I think everyone's childhood in many respects is horrible, very difficult. But                 

usually it's more subtly, and maybe even for them more dangerously laid. Mine was obvious as a Dickens novel. In                    

fact, Charles Dickens is the only one that could make it believable, my childhood. It was just grotesque. Also, I was                     

physically very depriving. I was adopted by people who didn't really want me but wanted me to save their marriage. I                     

failed. I was doomed to failure from the start. I had asthma, I had serious eye trouble of many kinds. I had hives and                        

other allergies. Hay fever and para hay fevers, earaches. 

Stan Brakhage:  

In some way as Maya Deren put it to me once when I was talking about my childhood, she said, “Well, you managed                       

to close off all your senses as a child.” Because I also got very, very fat. That dulled the skin surface and kept people                        

at bay from my innards at least, and had hernia. I was crippled so that if I went out without a truss on and started                         

playing, I'd fall down and start strangling because the hernia would come loose, and if you didn't know how to put it                      

back in place, I'd just strangle to death. I came close to that several times as a child. I had all these problems. Then                        

the parents who'd adopted me broke up, and then my mother put me in various homes and there was all of that. All of                        

that is coming to play, and what I'm trying to do both in life and in the films is give my children what was so robbed                          

from me, a decent place to live, people that cared for them and an envisionment of that. Of how hard childhood is                      

even when everything's okay. It's just nearly impossible. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

You have a visionary approach to the filmmaking, but there's actually because I think this is the case that there's a                     

visionary approach to your domestic life as well. You decide to opt out of living in an urban center, you're living in a                       

very special world that you've created. In a way when one watches Dog Star Man it's more than a lifestyle choice. It's                      

a whole way of being that you've selected that's very different from the norm for artists or almost anyone else at this                      

time. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Well, it was also prophetic in that the Dog Star Man had his hair long before that became fashionable in the 60s, and                       

was in that sense representing, trying to represent what's most of the history of being human, being men. Mostly men                    

have had long hair, men and women. Men have been mustached and bearded, and also have been wild in the teeth                     

of nature. I should say two things. There's two major misunderstandings about me all those years however much I                   

talked about them and people went on misunderstanding. Because they so much wanted the kind of paterfamilias                 

nature loving hermit family man artist. 

Stan Brakhage:  

I got stuck with the role in a way. I have the deepest of all suspicions of nature as such. The kind of movies that I                          

enjoy are movies like Deliverance that really show what nature really is, and people that live the nature what they do.                     

All of my experiences living up at 9,000 feet in the mountains confirms this. The guy that lived next door raised pit                      

bulls to go for gambling in Chicago and threatened everybody's life. Children, dogs, all that. He set traps to capture                    

the neighbor's pets to feed to his pit bull. 
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Bruce Jenkins:  

This is not “Rocky Mountain High.” Why don't we take a look at this is from Prelude. This is the last section of Prelude                        

the Dog Star Man. 

Stan Brakhage:  

This is a poor man struggling with all this, having this incredible nightmare that launches this beautiful film. Nice                   

selection. Thank you. That's a good selection. It's pieced well. If you think about it, see the Samuel Beckett side of                     

Dog Star Man hasn't come to be recognized yet. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

Which is what? 

Stan Brakhage:  

Well, for instance, if you recall in part one you have this man climbing this mountain. Then gradually it gets steeper                     

and steeper, and finally it's absurd. It's like that and the trees are all sticking out like this, and he's still falling down.                       

Really that's the, camera's on its side and he's going along the ground like this. By the way, I didn't fake those falls. I                        

was such a klutz, and wearing the wrong boots and everything all the way through it that when I fell down it's a real                        

fall. Meanwhile, the dog is gracefully going along no trouble at all, but here's this crazy human that's misplaced. Also,                    

carrying the ax in a way that's ridiculous, and you could get yourself easily killed by. I had people later that would look                       

at this from mountaining they said, “It's a miracle you didn't cut your head off while you were making this film. You                      

don't carry an ax up a mountain like this on your shoulder.” What did I know about it? 

Stan Brakhage:  

There's a Laurel and Hardy side to this film that's very humorous. But people are so shocked at the envisionment and                     

I understand that it is such a complexity of vision. Someday I hope more of the black humor of it will emerge in the                        

viewing. This man chops at a tree for no reason. Some branches covered, he's fallen down and he picks up his ax                      

and he chops at this tree for what reason? In a way this is funny, but in another way it's not because this is what                         

humans are doing all the time. 

Stan Brakhage:  

There's this real hatred of nature. I think when Watts was in charge of the wildlife of this country, and he'd say things                       

like, say, “Well, we're going to run out of these resources." He'd say from his Christian viewpoint the rapture will come                     

long before that. These are people that are running your government and deciding what's going to happen? They                  

know when the rapture's coming and they're speaking for God. To me all these terrible absurdities of being human, of                    

which I'm taking my share of the burden of that too, are part of this Dog Star Man, and what he is and what he's                         

doing. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

This was an amazingly influential film and widely seen and widely imitated, actually even parodied. There's a Fluxus                  

film that Dick Higgins made called Invocations of Canyons and Boulders. Did the response change you? Did the                  

response have an influence on your practice, your dedication to this form? 
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Stan Brakhage:  

No. Well yes and no. Always it was very hard, we were withstanding a lot of anger and disturbance. People would                     

actually come up and hit you after a show or something because they were disturbed. They came to see a movie and                      

you showed them this, and they don't know what to do but scream at you or something. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

You did talk I should ask, you did talk a little earlier about just the way in which the state of mind you would go into, in                           

putting this together. In the documentary we showed at the very beginning of the month, there's a great moment                   

where Jane is recalling trying to get you to come down to dinner one night, and apparently you come down, you're full                      

of sweat and all you're doing is going through a list of numbers and I assume the numbers refer to- 

Stan Brakhage:  

Rhythms, numbers of frames. Rhythms that I’m trying to hold in mind and juggle with to see what would be the                     

correct equation for a sequence in film. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

You're just sitting over rewinds figuring out all of these relationships in this very, very deep state of concentration. 

Stan Brakhage:  

I am holding in my mind so many levels as Maya Deren put it, vertical montage. Just as we expect from poetry you                       

have many levels of meaning that are all running consonant. Or as we expect from music, you have chords. You                    

don't just have the flute playing all the time, you have chords. Or if it's a symphony you have a whole page of themes                        

of music that are all interwoven with each other. Well, with most works but certainly work of this nature and epic work                      

like this, you have all this material and it had to be held in mind for a five, six year period. Because at some point the                          

fourth part has to just as we'd expect from any continuity art, it has to be answerable to the earlier parts, and all the                        

themes have to come to some kind of resolution. 

Stan Brakhage:  

My sense of integrity in an art is that there is an aesthetic ecology, and that everything, well you can have things that                       

just fall into it. But they are as if those things that just fall into a pond. They come like be a meteor even or whatever,                          

but you really have to then the work has to accommodate that. Because everything that's introduced or existed in the                    

film has to be introduced, and it's introduced in relationship to everything else, so that there's nothing existing as a                    

loose end so to speak. That's drive you crazy to hold that in head all that length of time. Then I want to say this about,                          

also it’s Jane… I got into a lot of trouble with the feminists when that movement got going, because they had the view                       

that I'm that kind of man that's keeping her barefoot and pregnant in the kitchen. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Well that was horribly insulting to her, and however much she would try to explain that away or I would nobody would                      

have it for a long time. Now things are a little more reasonable. You might say something about that and I'll try to. It's                        

she who wanted to live in the mountains, not me. I've never wanted to live in the mountains. It was very hard for me                        

to do that. It's she who wanted to have all those children. I loved each one of them and I wanted them the minute                        

they were there. I can remember and saying, “Don't you think this is enough?” But then also people would say how                     
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could I make these films then? For me, living in those mountains was like Dostoyevsky in Siberia. Notes From the                    

Underground [Notes from Underground]. I'm always edgy with them, and that's I think by God's grace, not my own                   

devising how the vision of them comes to be as good as it is. 

Stan Brakhage:  

I'm not sentimental about those mountains. Someone that loves them and we know there's people that are naturals.                  

They go, “Oh, mountain,” and some dumb poem comes out. Oh the little flowers in spring. The little flowers in spring                     

are giving me asthma okay, but they are beautiful. I'm in a reciprocity dance with them, with my camera. With my                     

camera my eyes are shot. They've been shot since birth. They're no damn good. Everything's wrong with them that                   

possibly could be, but I'm struggling away. Optometrist would say, they'd have the chart on the wall and I'd sit in the                      

chair, and then they'd have the little thing where they're watching your eyes and say, “With those eyes, you shouldn't                    

be able to read anything on that chart.” 

Stan Brakhage:  

Then they'd say, “Well, let's see what's happening here.” Reading the letter W, P Q so on. One of them said to me                       

one day he said, “I've never seen human eyes move so rapidly.” I'm parsing the world at extreme rapidity, and putting                     

things together. I'm coming to know by a struggle just to see the process of sight. Then I'm talking to other people to                       

see if you just naturally see, why would you bother about it? It's like naturally breathing. But I don't even naturally                     

breathe. No one who's had asthma can ever take breathing for granted. Because when you're in a full asthma attack,                    

it's just like being shoved into a bucket of water, and then you're pulled out when you're almost dead and you gasp                      

and wheeze, and you're shoved back into it again, and so it's ghastly. 

Stan Brakhage:  

These debilities on the other hand give one as you can't take your breathing or your heartbeat or anything of yourself                     

for granted, one can become deeply involved in it. The mountains are not to me just something there to wax poetic                     

about. They'll kill me if I'm not careful. I know that, and at the same time I have to be honest they are beautiful and                         

extraordinary. They're amazing, just phenomenal to live in a place with such snow blowing eight months out of the                   

year and struggling with it. It's such a strange fairyland too in a way and with little kids the same thing and with all                        

their problems, and the whole thing becomes like can have a balance because it doesn't come easy. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

I want to look at one of your works. It's actually made of all the things that did in fact die in those surroundings. It's                         

also a cameraless film that you put together from again the detritus of things that didn't survive the winters. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Let me just put a footnote to kick with in there for you. The color is pretty good on the Prelude. I think it's quite good                          

actually. The color on the Window Water Baby Moving is going pink, because Eastman Kodak had that period where                   

they cheated and defrauded everybody. I wish we could sue them but anyway. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

We showed a better print of it in the screening that's showing somewhere else tonight. We're looking at- 

Stan Brakhage:  
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I also, to this footnote I have to add the praise of Martin Scorsese. If he'd never made a film, he'd be one of the                         

greatest people in the history of cinema because he took on Kodak and elicited everyone including me to attack them                    

and make them go to a color fast film. But that print needs to be replaced. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

It does. Let's look now at a film that you made midway through the completion of Dog Star Man that again comes                      

from the elements of that world that probably gave you asthma attacks, but also did not survive in nature. We're                    

going to see all of it because there's no way to stop it. This is Stan Brakhage’s Mothlight. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Thank you. That is very good color by the way. That's holding up very well. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

What was the first element of that film that you picked up and said, I'm going to do something with this? 

Stan Brakhage:  

I was watching the moths flying into the lights as they do in the summer, and then being trapped in there and being                       

killed by the heat. Then I think the very first one was I saw one fluttering around a candle that we had on the table. I                          

identified with this, I thought this is what's killing me, is my love of the light. I'm just flying in the teeth of it, and how                          

am I going to feed my family? How am I going to continue on? It was like a great despair. Then suddenly I couldn't                        

stand the thought of that going to waste, these lives in vain. I felt more and more related to the moths so I started                        

watching moths. I went around with the camera and tried to photograph them in their life as they moved around the                     

bushes, just turned out not at all meaningful. 

Stan Brakhage:  

I began collecting these wings and putting them on sprocketed mylar. Then the world that they flew through the                   

flowers and plants of their world. That's how it got made. It took about six months to make it, because you have to put                        

24 little wings and pieces of flower and so on down to get a second of film. It runs at 24 frames a second, and that's                          

the speed that it seems to need. Then I got a sense of the world of the moths and how they flew. I'd also noticed                         

there's a semi-symmetry that seemed to be related to Bach fugues that also seemed to be the form of their life, or                      

true in some sense to their flight patterns in their sense of life. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

There's also the symmetry that by using this machine you've reanimated their, by putting light back into their lives                   

you've given them life again. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Well in that sense that we say we do with the arts. I like it more just simply that it was necessary for me to meditate                          

on this to get rid of the bitterness. I think a great deal of my work is done for that reason. I get some ball of bitterness,                           

it's just too heavy to bear. Then I work with it until it becomes something that's meaningful or beautiful or real to me. I                        

think that's how this film also came to be made. 

Bruce Jenkins:  
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Something happens in your life not too long after this. Your 16 millimeter rig, your equipment is stolen. You shifted                    

that moment because of the economics from working in 16 mill to working in eight, and you begin making a series of                      

what you called Songs, which are almost more like sketches or drawings, I think. You once described the difference                   

between eight millimeter and 16. 16 is like a painting whereas eight millimeter is like a drawing or a sketch. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Or a watercolor. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

Or a watercolor. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Well, I just felt also that eight millimeter was an amateur medium. As I had no choice, I didn't have the money to                       

replace the 16 at that point. I got all I needed in a shoe box in a front window for $30. I got everything including film                          

that hadn't been shot, and some that had been to work with. I could afford it, and that's really how it started. But then                        

I took that again as I tend to take things as an instruction. Remember I work under a kind of trance, and that means                        

I'm open to being instructed. As poet Robert Creeley's definition of the muse was the muse she says do what you're                     

told. If you deeply do that, I feel then you're engaging. 

Stan Brakhage:  

It could be, you can call it anything you want, God, muse, muses or the unconscious is the fashionable thing to call it                       

these days. But it doesn't matter what you call it because all of these terms refer to what we don't know. Out of that                        

unknowing area, as Beckett would more clearly put it, the ineffable the unknown come these instructions in some                  

strange way, so that one can end up exceeding what you could ever possibly imagine doing. Taking these as                   

instructions that I'm to work with regular eight millimeter for some reason, I then began to think about it. I thought,                     

well, eight millimeter makers amateur means lover. That had been forgotten. 

Stan Brakhage:  

That certainly seemed more admirable than professional, which is how I make a living, which is what I'm being right                    

now. I'm a professional speaker and a teacher, but I'm an amateur always as a filmmaker. Then I also began thinking                     

about the aesthetics of home movie making. But why not look for the lasting values in amateur movies that instead of                     

always and only looking in Eisenstein? Or wherever. That's how that began then. Then Songs came because it's                  

regulated to Ezra Pound's go a little naked and impudent songs [“Go, little naked and impudent songs”]. Ring the                   

doorbells of the bourgeoisie, tell them you do no work and you will live forever. That's got a lot of hubris to it but that                         

was my hopeful prayer. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

Well you made some very loving portraits. 

Stan Brakhage:  

I couldn't get any work at the time either, so I was whistling through the graveyard or something. 

Bruce Jenkins:  
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You made some loving portraits on regular eight, and we've got just a representative. It's very hard to get one thing to                      

stand in from that period. But we have the last, when you took a series of 15 of these and blew them up to 60                         

millimeter, and this is a beautiful portrait film done of Jonas Mekas. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Yes. I'm glad you're showing that because the Jonas is... Jonas, I just says I told him on the phone last week,                      

literally, I said, “You are the greatest man in cinema because you've done all this for other people to make films. You                      

make films yourself. You're a poet.” In Lithuania, he's called the Rambo of Lithuanian poets. Even in English, they're                   

great. They're beautiful poems. In all so many ways he's kept these or he creates his organizations like The                   

Film-Makers’ Co-op and everything. He's done much more than Martin Scorsese, whom I also deeply admire. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

We'll take a look at this is Jonas. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Haven't seen that for a while. Thank you. Film is a wonderful field for portraiture and it's just hardly been tapped at all.                       

Because you can't in any other way do a thing. One part of this that I like the most I think really gets deep into                         

something that Jonas specifically has where he goes like that, and then his hands go up like this, this thing. Then                     

they squirm like that. That whole, the rhythm of it, the shape of it, the action of it that you cannot do with oil painting.                         

You can do that with film and the body movements, the little signs that we mostly only pick up subconsciously, but if                      

at all. Film can actually reveal. I was at this period and continue to study Ray L. Birdwhistell Junior PhD from                     

Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute who I take to be the Sherlock Holmes of our time. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

This is the- 

Stan Brakhage:  

Kinesiologist. A great deal that's informed my films have been his work. I was in correspondence with him for years                    

actually. He's a man who can watch a hitchhiker. He was in a car with Margaret Mead once and they went past a                       

hitchhiker and he said, “Stop.” While the Hitchhiker's running to catch up, he's writing, writing, writing, writing. The                  

guy gets in the car and he says, “You were born in Tennessee, weren't you?” Guy says, “Yeah, how did you know?”                      

He says, “Lower left hand part of the state around so-and-so?" He says, "Yeah." He says, “Didn't you serve with the                     

114th, the infantry in France?” And so on. He had a whole thing because this man, just how he thumbed a ride, his                       

body movements were a map to Ray L. Birdwhistell. That I captured things like that were tremendously important,                  

much more than a likeness of Jonas's face or whatever. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

We're going to move into an area that is really probably the last decade or so of your filmmaking, which really moves                      

away from the photographic image into a realm of pure abstraction. Going back almost to some of the work you're                    

doing in Prelude and in Dog Star Man, also Mothlight. Talk a little bit about the transition from working with the                     

camera to working directly on the cellular, and we're talking about the painted and scratch films that you started                   

making in the late 1980s? 
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Stan Brakhage:  

I started with Dog Star Man just to try to get hypnagogic vision or closed eye vision, which I didn't know any other                       

way to represent. But gradually it came to have a life of its own in my work. Still related to closed eye vision or                        

moving visual thinking a more interior, let's say not so much the optic orb itself as the mind's eye, streamings of                     

unnameable shapes and forms and colors that most people don't attend. They aren't aware that they're even having                  

them consciously, but they're streaming all the time inside the brain, and are a feedback of the nervous system to the                     

self. Very often are saying things like help, or stop or watch out. It should be more attended. But also they are a                       

pleasure like music. They are a visual music. That began to be more and more important to me to make some                     

corollary. Something inspired by different but related to a paradigm of that world of interior streaming of envision,                  

which includes hypnagogic vision, closed eye vision, but also many other things. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

We have one of the films from your B series that has just a fabulous title. I Am Afraid: And This Is My Fear. To give a                           

sense of what that body of work looks like. 

Stan Brakhage:  

People might like to know that that all came to be because of the OJ Simpson trial, the whole B series. My fear came                        

from weeks and weeks of testimony about blood that removed everybody utterly from any sense of what it might                   

possibly be. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

Okay. Let's take a look and look for this. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Thank you. People call those abstract films, and this is really ironic because what could be more concrete than your                    

own nervous system backfiring? To me they're not abstract at all. What's abstract all the talk that was going on about                     

OJ Simpson in the OJ Simpson trial about blood and whatnot. These are to me the most well I don't want to say real                        

because real really means the King's way. Reality means whatever the King says is what's real. The Emperor's new                   

clothes and so on. It says he has new clothes on, everyone sees clothes except the little kid who's more concrete                     

and says, "He's naked, what are you talking about?" 

Stan Brakhage:  

But somehow that inspired a whole series where I fell back on my system in a way. This film is painted. I've learned                       

how to paint with non-orange and negatives to get a negative color. This is negative color. I'm painting one color and                     

I got to a point where I know what the color is now, pretty much it's going to come out when the negative is made of                          

it. This is actually a negative of whatever the original was. My whole struggle with that was again to rely on my                      

nervous system. It's also useful, but also there's a beauty to face what you're afraid of, and be steeped in it, and see                       

the beauty of that too, that fear also has a beauty. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

You've said before that John Cage has been a major influence, is there a kind of Cageian not chance operation risk                     

taking in making this kind of work? 
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Stan Brakhage:  

No I wouldn't say there. There's only one time I've ever directly used Cage's aesthetics, and that was to make one of                      

the roles of the Prelude. There's more mastery than it may look like. I don't know I always have to tell this story                       

because people again take abstract painting to be a lot of chance operations. I'm very inspired by John Cage, but I                     

also knew him well enough to know that he chose among many chance operations, the ones that were meaningful to                    

him. He didn't just splatter ink on a page and then cast dice for the numbers, and then take what was given him. He                        

chose among many, many rejected pieces, what was meaningful to him. He used chance operations. But finally he's                  

choosing with exactitude what's his soul's expression. 

Stan Brakhage:  

For me I had the good fortune to study, again this is with both Edgard Varése and John Cage at the same time.                       

When I didn't have a penny to pay either of them, they allowed sitting in on sessions, taking in fact Jim Tenney and I                        

out for drinks. In Cage's case, and talking to us for hours. It's very inspiring but there's no chance operations involved                     

other than that we're always involved in some degree of chance. The most absolute photographically painting                

mastery is involved in the chance and all the chances that brought the artists to that point in all the subtleties of                      

shades and gradations that come because of the humidity of that day, or the fever of his or her feelings at that                      

instant. 

Stan Brakhage:  

All the, I want to say unscheduled they always say in airplane flights when it gets bumpy, all the unscheduled things.                     

Yes in a way there's always chance involved, but I'm always after what's meant by the word mastery except that                    

mastery is terribly dangerous. You have to, when you've come to be able to paint, when you know when you're                    

painting a positive film what the tones are going to be negative, you have to then strive for something deeper or you                      

end up with some dead masterpiece. Some carcass of your insane dreams. It's very complicated to explain. I hope                   

I'm at least making a good stab at it here. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

I think you are. You actually brought two brand new films with you. One has been shown I think only in Canada so                       

this is the US premiere. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Only a week ago. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

Only a week ago. Then one that's going to be seen for the first time by any public. We want to see the first of those                          

Birds of Paradise, and then we're going to take some questions, and then we'll close with the brand new one. 

Stan Brakhage:  

I love that, I love to end on a film. Let the I's have it at last. Okay, good. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

We're going to see Birds of- 
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Stan Brakhage:  

This was completed about two months ago, and it had and I say it's first public showing in Toronto about a week and                       

a half ago. Thank you. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

We can bring the house lights up, we have time for a few questions and responses. Thank you. Someone on the                     

front row yes. 

Speaker 3:  

Can you talk a little bit about the, The Act of Seeing with One's Own Eyes? 

Stan Brakhage:  

Well with great difficulty in some cases. I would say I made it because I had the need to see, I mean there I was in                          

my 40s. As you get older, most people come to have a sense that they're not going to last forever. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

Maybe we should say this is a film about autopsy...Yes the cadaver film. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Actually, the word autopsy means the act of seeing with one's own eyes, which is really interesting if you think about                     

it. Some medieval people who said this is the act of seeing with your own eyes. Just look at dead bodies and cut                       

them open and look at the insides, which was very much forbidden by the church of course at that time. But I had                       

never seen a dead person except a block and a half away. I'd been shielded from death in that sense all my life. I                        

needed to see it. It was arranged by Sally Dixon that I could go into the morgue, the city morgue, and also with the                        

cooperation of Cyril Wecht, who's one of the great autopsists in the world. 

Stan Brakhage:  

They were so kind to me, the order in which they showed me these processes of autopsy. I just stuck with that, and                       

tried to extend through aesthetics to an audience the bearability of this. I always warn people, I said if you can't take                      

it, for instance if someone's died in your family recently, you maybe do not want to look at this film at this time. You                        

maybe want to leave at this point. For heaven's sake don't just sit and close your eyes because you'll probably                    

imagine worse than what's on the screen. Just leave. We had some people fainted and things like that with whatever                    

gentleness I tried to present it. Now I can say after some time it hasn't for a long time caused that kind of reaction. 

Speaker 3:  

I say that with regard to seeing the other film. They're actually shown here in this very auditorium in probably 1971                     

thereabout, and made a great impression on me. I've carried it with me over a long period of time, and I appreciate                      

your work. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Thank you. That kind of comment comes in the dark hours of the night and sometimes keeps you going. I want the                      

works to be a beneficence to people. I can't be thinking about that when I'm making them. I don't think of audience at                       
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all. Not even myself as audience. They're just coming through me and I have to make them. But my hope is by                      

making people aware of the process and talking, I mean that's why I do all this gabbing really, is try to gentle a place                        

in the world for the possibilities of an art of cinema because I believe in it very deeply. It helps me to hear that it's                         

been of some help. Just like that woman with the narrow hips, and steps to the post office said, “Window Water Baby                      

Moving was all I thought of the last two days of labor.” I really think that's what art is for. I hope, for instance, if my                          

painted films can inspire some of you who wish it to look at your own hypnagogic vision. Because that's the best                     

movie in town is right there. My viewpoint anyway. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

Yes. 

Speaker 4:  

[Inaudible]. 

Stan Brakhage:  

I've done a lot of scratching. First of all, I had done a great deal of painting on film. I had come to where I almost                          

didn't expect to ever make a camera film again. Then I got bladder cancer. It was a specific form of bladder cancer                      

that's caused by coal tar dyes. In that sense it was enraging. I mean, first of all I had my bladder removed, and then I                         

had the chemotherapy I had to go through. Here I am staggering on a couple of years later, but I have to go in every                         

three months and have tests and have my nose rubbed rather regularly in death. It's also, there's something                  

Promethean about it. They don't come and scoop out my liver once a day, but they took my bladder away from me                      

and with all the attendant complexities of that. I had an aversion to painting. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Even though I knew that now that I knew what the danger was, I could avoid coal tar dyes, but I just couldn't stand.                        

I'm a colorist so that presented me with an enormous problem as a maker. I did some photographic films again. But                     

then I began scratching on leader. Then I could colorize that in step printing with pure light at the labs. I've made a                       

whole series called Ellipses or "dot, dot, dot," and some other films in that wise. This film, the Birds of Paradise is the                       

first one where I've overcome this aversion. Sufficient to be able to work with both scratching and color, and paint. Let                     

me just add a footnote on that one. Coal tar dyes that's the oldest known carcinogen. It was discovered when the                     

chimney sweeps got cancer of the scrotum from coal tar in the chimneys. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Even so and though it's banned in most of the countries in this one, never supposed to use it for color. China keeps                       

using it. Mexico uses it. All the little children's toys in the stores are filled with lead and coal tar dye. Also, hair dyes                        

are primarily coal tar dyes. People are exposing their scalps as they make these otherwise beautiful colors of their                   

hair, and the hands of the people that are putting those colors are dying their hair. But anyway, for me I finally came                       

to where I could get free because if I'm having aversion, it means I'm going to make an imbalanced work. 

Stan Brakhage:  

I got to where it wasn't a problem for me, and I had the paints that I knew would not poison me in these ways anyway                          

that I had been. Birds of Paradise has a kind of wonder for me, because it's both has that lovely ambiguity that you                       

could have birds of paradise but also you have the flower. It has forms that are in a relationship to both. At some                       
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point it has the most depth of any film I'd achieved up to this time. Some things that I admired in Len Lye's work.                        

Another person I wish we could talk more about, someone that I knew briefly but always think of when I'm painting                     

and scratching film. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

Time for a couple more questions, in the back. 

Speaker 5:  

I am afraid in the Birds of Paradise we have sequence of colors, and it moves along and suddenly there'll be a                      

freeze-frame. Is there a relationship [inaudible]? 

Stan Brakhage:  

I’m sure there must be because in a way there a style, and the style is my style. Style we say because it means                        

stylus. Because the way most people encounter style is using the stylus or the pen to write your signature. If you                     

wrote your signature when you were a child on a cheque that's in a current bank, it's cashable. Your signature                    

however faulty, you're just learning how to write your name, and you put it on a cheque as a kid, if you write it upside                         

down with a ballpoint pen in your bathtub, whatever. Backwards, I have to carve my signature on these films                   

backwards onto a leader. It's still my signature. Style in a larger sense poet Charles Olson used to call it the visible                      

manifestation of soul, which I think is a beautiful characterization of it. 

Stan Brakhage:  

Rhythm has an enormous lot to do with that. There is certain rhythm. By the way in John Cage, I can always pick his                        

music free of any of his disciples or imitators. No problem for me because I have some sense of his style, his soul.                       

He's using chance operations, but he still ends up with his absolutely unique and individual soul. To me, perhaps the                    

very greatest thing that the arts can bring to people is to inspire each person with the both terrible and beautiful thing                      

that everyone is completely unique. We're not at all alike. However much we dress to be alike or join the army or                      

whatever, we're not alike. We're absolutely unique. 

Stan Brakhage:  

It's like you start thinking of snowflakes, you go out and do this meditation, you collect snowflakes on a little piece of                      

velvet with a magnifying glass. You look and you never find any two alike, and then you look out and I mean, this                       

would be a terrific place to do that. In my body, no two cells are alike, and the whole conglomerate is not alike, and                        

the whole experiencing is not unlike. As Gertrude Stein put it no two people have ever heard the word red in the                      

same context. How do we communicate? Her view was that we don't, that we read between the lines of each other.                     

That's I think the most inspiring thing that an art might do, is to give people a sense of that complete uniqueness.                      

Then we could start being aware of each other's souls or styles. 

Bruce Jenkins:  

I think we're going to go in to see this new film. This is the world premiere? 

Stan Brakhage:  

Yeah I'm anxious to see it myself. I've seen it a couple of times, but to see it on a big screen like that, I'm going to, if                            

you don't mind, I'm going to move over there where I can get a more let's say a better look at it. Just let me say that                           
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this one comes from again, I don't know why it's come. But for years I lived on a street that was roaring with traffic                        

and we just moved to, over to Walnut Street, which is so peaceful. For the first time in years I heard crickets. I got all                         

excited and suddenly out comes the earth song of the cricket. This would be like my second hand painted colored                    

films since the cancer. Thank you. 
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